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FROM THE PEN OF DR. CYRUS R. TEED (KORESH). 

The Great Cosmic Cell the Only Material World. 
I cannot see why the universe should be limited to a single 

cosmic cell. The analogy of cell structure in the human body, 
with groups co-ordinated in interdependent series, would seem 
to suggest a plurality of worlds, limited in number and forming, 
in their serial aggregate, that larger cosmic structure which 
Swedenborg designated as the "Grand Man." Does the logic 
of your premise inexorably limit the universe to a single world? 

W \] ARE frequently met with the above inquiry-
The cosmic cell, which we claim includes the 

universe, focalizes its universal imprint upon myriads 
of stellar points through the sub-tension of its pencil-
inirs of energy. These focal stellar nuclei are grouped 
in clusters, according to the geometric action of re
flection and refraction. These constellations, fixed in 
their positions and relations according to the "inexor
able'- laws of geometrization, correspond to nations 
and individuals of humanity, and in the lesser form of 
creation, the microcosm, to the arrangement of cells in 
the infolded or incubated form of the vidual. Were the 
ordinary human form opened out or evolved into the 
form of the cosmic shell, as it is before incubation, it 
would be in the form of the grand cosmic structure,with 
its rind or circumference and its stellar groups, though 
in magnitude the correspondent of the microcosm or 
the little universe,—the universe in its least form. 

I']very star in tlie grnnd cell (the universe) is the 
imprint of the whole in proportion to its attitude 
toward all other stars, and is complete in proportion 
to its approximation to the astral nucleus. The 
stellar center is the point at the center ofthe great 
camera obscura, where the photograph (light writing) 
is taken of the great shell and all contained in it. As 
the astral center is the photograph of the alchemico-
orgaiiic (physical) cosmos as an entirety, it is—in the 

least form—the kinetic nucleus of the energies of the 
cosmic structure, and therefore the point of both the 
inception and ex-ception, that is, the point of the limita
tion of the afferent tendency, and beginning of the effer
ent flow, that is, of radiation. This astral point is not 
the Lord (Jod, but it is the point in the alchemico-
organic whole which co-ordinates with and corresponds 
to the astral nucleus in humanity, that is, to the Lord. 
The astral nucleus is an eternally fixed point near the 
center of the alchemico-organic structure, because it is 
in and related to space. The corresponding stellar 
nucleus in humanity appears and disappears as the 
Lord, the Son of God, at stated periods of the world's 
progress. These changes of state with man, correspond 
to the varied qualities of stellar nuclei in the space of 
the alchemico-organic cosmos. 

When man attains to the perfection reached by the 
Lord Jesus, he is so related to all things in the natural 
<ind spiritual humanity as to render him as central to 
this whole, as the astral (alchemico-organic) nucleus is 
central to the alchemico-organic cosmos. For this 
reason, when the crucifixion of the Lord obstructed the 
flow of the anthropostic nucleus, the current of the 
physical cosmos was interrupted, and for this reason 
the sun was darkened. A principal lesson is found here 
in the general law of astrology. The central man—the 
Lord, the bright and Morning Star of the anthropostic 
cosmos, was so related to the central star of the 
alchemico-organic world as to interrupt its currents 
(its vibrations), when the current of his humanity was 
for the time being obscured. What is true supremely 
as pertaining to the central man, is true correspond
ingly with every other man. 



Lucid Answers to Pertinent Questions. 
(i) What does Koreshanity teach about the cause and cure 

of disease? (2) Is mind the product of evolution, or the primary 
cause? (3) What is the source of vital force? (4) What causes 
and what cures disease ? (5) Does medicine cure disease ? (6) Can 
disease be cured by mental action alone? (7) By what law did 
Jesus cure ? See Matt, ix : 28-30; Mark ix : 22-24; v : 35-43; Luke 
xvii: 12-19. 8 Why were faith and belief necessary on the part 
of the patient? (9) Why the injunction that "No man should 
know it?" (10) What did Jesus mean in John xvi: 12, 13; xiv: 12, 
and Mark xvi: 17, 18 ? (11) Can any one knowing the same laws 
effect the same cures ? (12) Are the modern systems of Christian 
Science, metaphysical healing, mind cure, magnetic healing, 
hypnotism, clairvoyance, mediumship, telepathy, etc., exposi
tions and demonstrations of the same law or laws that Jesus 
knew and applied so successfully ? 

Your deep study and unique interpretation of the Bible have 
prompted me to ask the above.—J. N., Staples, .Minn. 

WE ANSWER the above questions as follows: (1) 
Koreshanity teaches that through obedience to 

the genuine science of life, this mortal shall put on 
immortality, thus overcoming death in the body and 
thence passing out of the material world alive; also 
that all other cure is but temporary. < >ne of the funda
mental principles of immortality is the conservation of 
the life force through the purification of the sex life. 

(2) If is both the primary cause and the product. 
It is the first and the last, the beginning and the end, 
tlie Alpha and the Omega. 

(3) Everything that is consumed in the organism 
capable of combustion, and thus capable of generating 
electro-magnetism, light, heat, etc., which are the ener
gies of material destruction, is the proximate source of 
vital force. The primary and supreme source of vital 
(life) force, are the essences of love (heat) and wisdom 
(light), proceeding through the angelic heavens from 
the Lord. In other words, the Lord himself is the su
preme source of vital energy. 

(4) Nature, behind which is Nature's God. Thejnan 
who heals most divinely, is one who carries a surplus of 
dynamic force through the conservation of sex energy. 
Some people will yield the most readily to the debris of 
sensual waste carried by those who are sexually the 
most gross, the same as a beetle will flourish and 
nourish its young in offal. 

(.">) Medicines (drugs) are sometimes aids. The Lord 
spat upon clay and put it on the eyes of the blind. Clay-
is a curativedrug because of its astringent influence. It 
is an illustration of the effects of other drugs. 

((>) Yes, when the person to be healed is receptive to 
mental force. 

(7) By a comprehension of the special state of the 
body and mind of the sufferer, through a surplus of pure 
dynamis (virtue) held in reserve, finding a response to 
its action in the mind of the afflicted. The supreme 
principle involved in Jesus' powertoheal. was his power to 
direct the entities of the spiritual world within himself, 
thus transporting a spirit or group of spirits to drive 
out or transform the spirits of disease within the patient. 

(8) Because the channels of impartation are closed 
up through unbelief. 

(9) Jesus was not prepared at that time to meet the 

opposition to his work that a too great publicity would 
occasion. What he did, he preferred to perform in a 
quiet manner until the time should come for his final 
passion. 

(10) There were mysteries regarding immortality, 
too great for the disci pies to com prebend, except through 
the baptism to be poured out after Jesus' depart
ure. The Holy Spirit—the substance of his own life-
then inspired them into his knowledge. He involved 
in his declaration a higher principle, namely, that at 
the end of the age the truth should be manifest in a 
teacher who should include his life, therefore the Spirit 
of Truth personally manifest, when the all Truth should 
be given to those who should come forth in the reincar
nation—the resurrection of the dead. He will "Declare 
to you the coming things," Greek text. He will pro
nounce the tilings that will consummate the age and 
characterize the transposition from the old to the new 
age. This has reference to Elijah, the Sign of the Lord's 
coming in his sons. 

It will be a greater thing to bring in immortality of 
the body and teach the world how to dematerialize the 
form, and thus pass into the spiritual world without 
corruptible dissolution, than merely to raise a man to 
physical and mortal life to subsequently die and go to 
corruption in the grave. 

To go to the Father was to reach that point in His 
career by which (through the operation of the Holy 
Spirit, which was his own seminal essence) he could im
pregnate the world (church) and quicken it for the proc
esses through which it (the church) could bring forth 
his sons in the resurrection—the sons of God. This 
makes him the Father. A kernel of wheat goes to the 
father, or becomes the father (parent wheat), when it 
plants itself, begets, and produces other wheat. It was 
by this law that the Lord Jesus went to the Father. 

'•These signs shall follow them that believe," was a 
prediction intended for that time and no other. The 
signs did follow. They cast out evil spirits, and those 
who were baptized, spake "with new tongues." This 
was all the result of the transmission of the spirits 
gathered into the Lord and disseminated from him 
when he was theocrasised. "They shall take up serpents, 
and if they drink any deadly thing it shall not hurt 
them; they shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall 
recover.'" All this was fulfilled. Then the church de
clined. The reason of this declension is, because then 
1 he seed was sown. This seed was the Lord dissemi
nated as the Holy Spirit. "Thou fool, that which thou 
sowest is not quickened except it die." The seed was 
sown then, accompanied by the corresponding opera
tions. The Holy Spirit was the seed sown. It therefore 
had to die: then came the dark ages of the church. 
Now, the devil arises and thinks to perform the same 
things. The signs that occurred then, are not the signs 
to distinguish the Lord's presence now. As the Egyp
tian magicians withstood Moses and performed nearly 



the same miracles, so the devil will now attempt to 
counterfeit the miracles of the. Lord and his disciples. 

The Lord fasted forty days and forty nights. This 
is nothing, says the devil; I can aid my henchmen to 
fast forty days and forty nights; consequently men 
make the attempt and succeed. There, •'didn't I tell you 
so?" Rut if you will compare the character of the fast 
and the conditions, you will see that though the coun
terfeit be close, there are strong points of difference. 
After the Lord had fasted he was an hungered. Before 
Dr. Tanner had completed his fast he became so hungry 
lie was led to exclaim: "My God: will this hour never 
terminate?" That was the last hour of his fast. Dur
ing the Lord's fast, he was supplied with internal food, 
of which he declared: "1 have food to eat tha t ye 
know not of." 

(11) Cures may be performed without knowing the 
law of cure. "Christian Scientists," mental scientists, 
spiritualists, hypnotists, etc., perform cures, but none 
of them possess the science of cure. They tire all a set 
of quacks, empirics. There is a location in the cortex 
ofthe brain for every corresponding part of the body. 
There are certain thoughts which correspond to certain 
centers. If every center is known, with its mental and 
corresponding physical function, it can be acted on di
rectly from the mind possessing the knowledge. It may 
he exalted or depressed at the will of the operator. This 
possibility, in order to be called science (knowledge), 
must involve an exact knowledge of every mental func
tion, with its corresponding function, throughout 
the organism. Nothing short of this can be called men
tal science, which is the science of the mind. The word 
science is from scire, to know; hence science is knowl
edge. What a man knows, he has the science (knowl
edge) of. What he assumes, lie merely guesses at. 
What he guesses at is merely empiricism. A man 
may know the same laws that Jesus knew, and yet not 
be able to perform cures, because he is not able to 
apply them. 

The Lord Jesus overcame. One of the principles 
lie subjugated was the sex desire. This enabled him 
to completely conserve the sex energy. He therefore 
invariably carried a surplus potency, in Greek called 
dunamis [dynamis] virtue. He said: "Somebody hath 
touched me: for I perceive that virtue [dunamis] 
is gone out of me." This was at the time the 
woman touched him who was healed of an issue. 
Jesus knew the law, and had the strength to first 
apply it to his own life, whereby he was enabled to 
communicate his virtue to those who required it. 

112) No. When Moses threw down his rod it became 
a serpent through one law. When the magicians threw 
theirs down, they became serpents through an antithet
ical law. The devil always counterfeits whatsoever the 
Lord does. An honest government makes honest money 
(issues its notes according to its wealth or the demands 
of its people), and keeps it honest by providing that 
the man who speculates with it shall be hung, or in 
some way prevented from violating the monetary prin
ciple. The thief counterfeits it. There is not a divine 

principle in the universe that cannot be counterfeited by 
the devil. And tin1 worst counterfeits are those which 
come the nearest to the true bill, because they are the 
most deceptive. Then1 are certain marks which will 
distinguish the genuine from the counterfeit. and enable 
the wise to discriminate. 

(i) You say, "Those who received the seed of life at the 
beginning of the age, come into the condition of the firstfruits 
at the end ofthe age." Now, when is the end of the age, and 
when was the beginning of the age, and what constituted the 
reception of that seed—the Holy Spirit ? Was it simply a belief 
in the Divinity of Jesus Christ? or was it an expression of the 
Christ spirit in the character of the individual ? Is there not a 
vast difference between believing in Christ and acting Christ ? 
For instance, the modern church professes belief in Christ, but 
it is far from acting Christ, or it would long ago have condemned 
the hell-born system of competism under which we live, instead 
of deriving its chief support from that system, as it is doing 
today. (2) Is not the Holy Spirit being shed upon the world 
today, as it was at the beginning of the age ? If not, then how 
can those who are now living in the flesh, either accept or reject 
the Holy Spirit, and thereby (as I understand you) lose the 
opportunity of becoming sons of God? (3) You say, "Spirits go 
into the spiritual world, live their career there, and return here to 
still further work out their experience." Is not this just what 
Theosophists teach by theirdoctrine of re-incarnation ? And how 
does this agree with the doctrine of the resurrection of the phys
ical body ? (4) According to Koreshanity, will all men eventu
ally become perfect enough to become sons of God, or enter upon 
a perfect state of eternal happiness after they have worked out 
their experience and paid the penalty of Karma through succes
sive reincarnations ?—H. E. II., Lancaster, Pa. 

TF YOU have been reading I'm: FLAMING SWORD and 
*• other Koreshan literature, you will notice that 
the ages are marked by the sign on the ecliptic. These 
movements in the physical heavens correspond to peri
ods in human existence. The Jewish age began with the 
covenant with Abraham, and ended with the desiruc-
tionof Jerusalem. (1) The Christian age began with the 
birth of the Lord and ends at the time the sign passes 
from the constellation Pisces into that of Aquarius. We 
are now at the end of the age. The seed of Jife—planted 
at the beginning of the age—was the Lord, whose mate
rial body was changed to Holy Spirit. The Holy Ghost 
was the substance of the Lord's body. This Spirit was 
produced by the dematerialization of the Lord's body, 
he himself being the seed man, the promised seed. Tlie 
Holy Spirit was substance. This substance was sown 
in the church which was receptive to it. It was sown at 
the beginning of the age. It died just as any seed dies. 
for "Thou fool, that which thou sowest is not quickened 
except it die." It has not been shed upon the world 
from that time to this; nor will there be any outpouring 
until at the coming of the Lord, now at the end of the 
age. 

"Whoso eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood 
hath eternal life, and I will raise him up at the last day" 
(end of the age). This was fulfilled, so far as the appro
priation is concerned, when the church received the Holy 
Spirit. for this spirit was the substance of his body, dis
solved and converted to spirit. The expression of the 
Christ spirit in the church was the result of their having 
eaten of the life of the Lord, not figuratively, but liter
ally. The process of regeneration (reproduction) be
gan when the seed was planted, and continues until 



The Flaming Sword, 

the end of the age, when the fruit will appear. The seed 
planted was the personal Son of God; the fruit will nec
essarily be the sons of God, the Lord Christ multiplied 
in the race, bringing forth his offspring as the fruit of 
reincarnation, which is the resurrection of the dead. The 
church will "act Christ," when the sons of God are 
brought forth as the firstfruits of the resurrection, and 
not before. 

(2) The Holy Spirit is being shed upon the world, 
only as the truth proceeds through the Koreshan Sys
tem. Those now living cannot reject the Holy Spirit 
that was poured out at the beginning of the age. The 
sin against the Holy Spirit was its rejection then. Those 
who committed that sin could not be forgiven either in 
that world or the world to come, which meant the age 
ending with the destruction of Jerusalem, and the suc
ceeding age, ending now. But after these two ages, then 
there is forgiveness. Those who rejected the Holy Spirit 
then cannot come into the firstfruitage now, for the sim
ple reason tha t the seed was not planted in them at tha t 
time. Such as received the Holy Ghost then will become 
the sons of God now. because those now living in the 

flesh are the same asthose who lived then and were bap
tized. The reincarnation is the resurrection. 

(3) This is somewhat similar to the doctrine of 
Theosophy, as bearing on this subject. The only differ
ence being that Theosophy has merely a vague concep
tion of the principles involved in what they pretend to 
inculcate. Theosophy has no conception of organic 
unity as obtaining in the laws and form of creation. 
Individualism is the rock upon which Theosophy will be 
ground to powder. The Lord Jesus was declared to be 
the resurrection and the life. Of what was he the resur
rection? He was the resurrection (reincarnation) of the 
past, and included in his reincarnation the veritable per
sonality of Abraham. He was Abraham resurrected. 
Abraham went into the spiritual world and returned 
forty-two times, until in his last embodiment he came 
forth as the Lord Jesus Christ. Thus Abraham, through 
experience, was fitted for the throne of God, and hence 
became heir of the world, as the Son of God. 

(4) All men will eventually become the sons of God 
(each man in his order) and enter upon a perfect state 
of eternal happiness. 

Sword Thrusts. 

THE mind of man had its origin in the mind which 
perpetually creates and perpetuates the universe. 

Some man in this age will get there first. It will be the 
man who knows most, and who knows that he knows 
most, and who will so apply the law to his own life as to 
whirl him into the central vortex of human agitation. 
This man will dissolve himself and be absorbed into 
the astral nucleus of the anthropostic cosmos. This 
man is the Christ (the anointed one) of God, the one 
who, overcoming, sits down on the throne of God, and 
in thus overcoming inherits all things, and of whom it is 
declared: "To him that overcometh will I grant to sit 
with me in my throne, even as I also overcame, and am 
set down with my Father in his throne." This man will 
contest his authority and compare credentials with all 
others who make pretensions in this age of the world. 
As Elijah met the prophets of Baal and the prophets of 
the Grove on Mount Carmel. so this man will n 
claimants of this age, and verify his claims by 
down fire from God out of heaven to consume th 
flee. Let the Adventists, "Christian Scientists," 
ophists, etc., come to the front,—THE FLAMING 
will champion the best man. 

Baptism was the symbol of regeneration (re-produc
tion). If a man believed, he received the Holy Spirit 
(the planting of the divine germ), then through regen
eration, progressing through the Christian age, he could 
and would rise in the resurrection (reincarnation) at the 
end of the age, now tit hand. If a man was not open to 
the influx of the spirit, the germ of course was not 
planted in him; therefore,during the age the processof re
generation could not progress in tha t man. It would not 
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follow that in some other age, after sufficient develop
ment, he could not be subject to a subsequent out
pouring, for these occurrences repeat themselves through 
the interminable ages. 

We have the truth, or we have not. We know 
that what we teach is diametrically opposed to every
thing taught in astronomy, in religion, in theol
ogy, in sociology, and in political economy, by the 
world's teachers. If what we teach be true, then what 
others teach is false. If what we teach be true, then we 
are the true teacher. Why, then, should we mince mat
ters, and hobnob with the false teachers of the age? 
We know it all, or we know nothing aright. 

In theology, we differ most radically from the ortho
dox church—a compound adulteration of Catholicism, 
Episcopalianism, rresbyterianism, Methodism, etc. 
This difference in theological belief has brought down 
upon our heads the anethemas of modern Pago-Christ
ianity, and the malicious falsifications emanating from 
the pulpit and pew of these pseudo-representatives of 
Diety and the Scriptures, surpass the malignity of the 
originators of the Inquisition. 

The universe is a universe. It is a complete thing, 
so whole that every part sustains a specific relation to 
every other thing in it; and no man can truly know 
a part without knowing the whole, only as he is taught 
to know the part by some one who knows the whole. 

We regard the agnostic as a consummate ass. He 
says he does not know, and then attempts to compel 
others to know as little as himself. 



CONTRIBUTORS' AND E D I T O R ' S D E P A R T M E N T S . 

The Aspiring Caterpillar; a Parable From Nature. 

TT WAS a memorable day in theraterpillar'slifewhenhe 
•!• first awoke to the blissful consciousness of his future 
destiny and realized that he should some time cease his 
miserable, crawling existence to become one of those 
bright winged, gorgeous creatures that flit about in the 
sunshine and sip honey from the flowers; whom every
one praises and admires because they seem formed to 
delight the eye and render the world more cheerful, for 
whatever is beautiful and innocent contributes to the 
joy ofthe universe. 

It was not known who first presented the doctrine 
of metamorphoses to the caterpillar's mind, but it was 
thought to be the tortoise who figured as an experi
mental philosopher among the inhabitants of the gar
den, and was universally respected on account of his 
age and wisdom. In any case, it was very strange and 
unusual for such a piece of intelligence to come to the 
.•ins of an insect, millions of whose ancestors had been 
crawling and eating for generations without a glimmer
ing of the truth. Naturally, he was at first inclined to 
be sceptical, but had finally accepted the idea and was 
now radiantly happy in the conviction,—if such terms of 
description may be rightfully applied to a creature so 
humble as a caterpillar. 

This morning as he was climbing up the stalk of a 
rose, reflecting on his new found hopes, it suddenly 
occurred to him that if fate designed him for a butterfly. 
he should begin immediately to adjust his conduct to 
the part. It would never do for him to make his morn
ing repast off that beautiful rosebud. Butterflies never 
injured the flowers nor devoured their leaves: t hey merely 
paused an instant with their gay wings still fluttering,to 
drink the nectar thai lay hidden in the flower cups. He 
would breakfast this morning upon nectar. But alas! 
this proved a sad task, lacking the long, slender, flexible 
tongue of the butterfly. The caterpillar perceived thai 
his physical limitations did not comport with his aspi
rations, and he must look for more substantial nutri
ment in a shape better adapted to bis wide mouth and 
sawteeth. 

Espying an apple tree, he toiled up the trunk and 
had just taken a good mouthful of juicy, young leaves, 
when he overheard the proprietor of the garden exclaim 
in tones of great vexation: ••These miserable caterpillars 
are spoiling my apple trees. I shall get no crop this 
year." The caterpillar stopped aghast. Decidedly, it 
would be out of character for a consistent insect aspiring 
to absolute rectitude of conduct, to be instrumental in 
the failure of the apple crop. He must change bis diet; 

The great demand of the age is the reduction of 
labor and the establishment of an equilibrium of labor, 
recreation, and culture. This can never be accomplished 

there were the horse chestnuts and the maples, but their 
leaves had an acrid flavor that disagreed with him; he 
must look about. 

So ho crawled down, and roaming around in search 
of food which he might conscientiously appropriate, by 
chance encountered the tortoise to whom he confided • 
his difficulties and his scruples, explaining how, in view 
of the glorious destiny lately revealed to .him, he felt 
constrained to live up to his hopes and conduct himself 
rather as befitted a butterfly than a poor worm. The 
tortoise listened attentively and then replied sagely: 
"One sphere at a time, my humble friend. Restrain 
your aspirations for the moment, and conform to the 
exigencies of your present condition. It may not be, as 
you say, in accordance with the part of absolute recti
tude befitting a butterfly to prey upon apple trees and 
rose bushes, but if nature has rendered it impossible for 
you to thrive upon other nutriment, are you therefore 
compelled to starve? Do the duty that lies nearest. 
In these lower spheres nothing is absolute; all is relative. 
I advise you to return to the apple tree." So saying the 
tortoise disappeared round a bend in the path. The 
caterpillar was scandalized; people are apt to be, upon 
coming in collision with ideas beyond their intellectual 
range. To his mind, the tortoise had very loose opin
ions and his logic was dangerous. He himself could never 
tolerate such laxity, nor reconcile such advice with his 
conscience. From his point of view—that of the cater
pillar—it would be wrong, subjectively and objectively 
wrong for him to taste apple leaves again. So he made 
his way to the garden and was delighted to discover a 
fine cabbage; suddenly, while preparing to breakfast— 
or rather to dine, for the morning was long past—he 
heard the gardener lamenting to the cook that the 
vegetables were so poor this season; what with the 
droughts and those rascally insects, there really wasn't 
any use in trying 1o raise cabbages. 

The caterpillar was already weak and languid from 
fasting, but he crawled wearily away, firmly resolved 
to maintain the spirit and character of a butter-fly, with 
no base conformity to vulgar needs. 

A day or two later, as the tortoise went plodding-
down the garden walk, philosophizing as usual, he 
noticed the brown, shriveled body of the caterpillar 
lying in the path. "Silly creature!" cried the tortoise 
contemptuously, pausing to brush it aside. "If he had 
listened to me lie might have had wings some day. 
Why was he not content to work out his destiny as a 
caterpillar first,—but then, what can you expect? His 
point of view was so limited !" 
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Some Real Things Beyond the Power of the Telescope. 

The Yerkes telescope amiin causes Ood to retreat farther and 
farther within the depths of boundless space. It reveals in
numerable bodies vastly larger than is our sun and millions of 
miles beyond; alas, it fails to reveal God. Where is "he?" Is 
"he" playing hide and seek with humanity ? Why does "he" not 
emerge from "his" hiding place and demonstrate "his'' existence 

. to all the world and thus stop all cavil and unbelief? 
Is God something or nothing? If something, this forty-inch 

lens, the grandest achievement of human genius, would now 
demonstrate and corroborate "his" existence. It fails to do so. 
"He" cannot be the invisible ether, nor abstract space. "He" 
must be a tangible reality or a myth. The telescope says, "all 
search is in vain." Shall we ignore the highest authority of a 
civilized race, or shall we prostrate our intellects and worship a 
myth?— The Lostou Investigator. 

A SINGLE grain of musk shut up in a room for years, 
will fill it with matter thrown off from itself with

out any appreciable loss of bulk. No glass, however 
great its magnifying power, can make a particle of this 
material substance visible. The writer above quoted 
ought therefore to deny that it exists; but if he does, his 
own sense of smell, which he cannot doubt, will prove 
him a liar. A deer, or even a man with shoes on his feet, 
passes over the ground. Many hours subsequently, a 
hound is shown the track and follows it a t a rapid speed. 
At every step, a material substance so refined and 
subtile that no instrument ever invented by man, or 
tha t can be invented, can reveal its presence, is left in 
the track, yet if a hound scents it he will follow the trail 
on the run. Obviously, then, taking the infidel materi
alist on his own ground of materialism, there is plenty 
of room for God to exist in the world without his blind 

eyes seeing Him, even though he were not a spiritual 
being, which he is, but a material being, which he is not. 
The infidel denies that spiritual substance, which is far 
more refined and delicate than any form of matter, 
exists solely because he can not, by any helps man has 
discovered, see it, when, to be consistent, he must deny 
that many forms of matter, and in its ultimate parti
cles, all its forms, have any existence. Shallow indeed, 
must be the mind that can be satisfied with such falla
cious reasoning. 

"He must be a tangible reality or a myth." Tangi
ble means touchable. Flectricity is certainly a reality. 
It is tangible too, but a man must be careful how he 
touches it, or he will never touch anything again. Light 
is a reality, but does not respond to touch; it is not, 
therefore, a myth. Thought is something real, yet not 
tangible nor visible by Yerkes' great telescope. The 
mightiest realities in nature are not only intangible, but 
escape our senses altogether. Life is certainly a reality, 
tha t by the means of moisture and various other 
material and spiritual substances brings into being in
calculable amounts of various products every year, but 
it can hardly be said to be tangible. Yerkes' telescope 
never enabled anybody to see it, nor is it appreciable by 
any of the senses. Idiocy can no more see God, than a 
blind man can distinguish colors. It is only the "pure 
in heart" that have the promise of "seeing God," and 
that will be when they "awake in his likeness." 

Stray Sparks Flying Here and There. 

Uf\\V< LORD, one .Faith, one Baptism." We saw 
^-^ this legend over a holy pile of brick and mortar 

wdiich some people denominate a, church, and we 
marveled thereat. We have met many who thought 
themselves lords, and held many human lives in their 
hands, to be lightly broken or cast into the gutter of 
despair and degradation. We have seen these lords 
wring another drop of blood out of quivering hearts, 
and sanctimoniously dedicate brick and mortar as a 
temple, holy and pure, for the worship of (iod. Then a 
light dawned upon our benumbed faculties. Gold was 
the god, the power of money was the faith, and greed 
was the baptism. 

There aretwo kinds of salvation which are offered to 
the world. One is a plan—whose plan no man stateth— 
wherein all must die to be saved. The other kind de
clares that youmust live, and live righteously with God, 
the neighbor, and self in order to be abletoattain to the 
possibility of salvation. 

Who says farming doesn't pay? A Minneapolis 
flouring mill man has made |2,000,000 on wheat. He 

raised the wheat himself—raised it $2.000,000 higher 
than he paid the farmer for it, who raised if from the 
ground. In the meantime, the consumers of flour and 
wheat furnished the |2,000,000. Here is another evi
dence of prosperity with silk fringes on it! 

Lost: An ante-election prosperity raquet. somewhere 
between the 1st of November, 189(>, and the White 
House. Finder will be suitably rewarded upon the 
return of the same to Wm. McKinley or Mark Ilanna. 
as it is essential that they have it to use in the next 
national tournament. 

Don't get puffed up with the vain conceit that you 
are better than your neighbor, for you will, if you har
bor such thoughts, turn yourself into a habitation for 
bats and owls. 

Any fool can lose his temper, but it takes a wise man 
to keep it and train it for good use. 

If any one calls you a fool, don't get angry, for that 
would only prove his accusation. 



In the Editorial Perspective. 

AFTER several unsuccessful attempts to lift a stone, one might 
feel disposed to give it up and engage the time in doing 

something else; others might lift it some time. It would do no 
good to deny that the weight existed because it could not be 
ascertained in pounds. Some people are disposed to deny that 
the universe exists, because they cannot account for it. Look 
at this, for instance, from a writer imbued with the fallacies of 
"Christian Science:" "We flounder around and strain every fac
ulty of the mind in our endeavor to account for the things of the 
flesh. 'The flesh profiteth nothing, the spirit quickeneth.' 
Why, then, try to account for the things of the flesh? I am 
spirit; God is my father. I was always spirit; God always is 
my father. I am not flesh. I never was flesh. Then why 
flounder around in the ditch of incarnation and reincarnation? 
Why try to account for the things that go on around u s ? " 
There is a good reason why such minds should not account for 
the things ofthe natural world—a good reason why they should 
not attempt the impossible—they cannot; KORESH accounts for 
them without difficulty—it is simply a question of ability. 
The mind that considers that this natural world is unreal, 
intangible, and non-existent, came from that sphere of the 
spiritual world where nothing is seen because all is dark. Such 
a mind will return to the same sphere of darkness as ignorant 
of the natural world as when the mind expressed itself in a 
natural pediment, the existence of which it now denies. 

In the progress of the world to its destiny, war is as neces
sary as peace. War is a factor in the creation and in the destruc
tion of national character, it is a factor of amalgamation and ulti
mate unity. Some chemical substances between which there is 
an affinity, unite by pleasurable contact; oxygen and nitrogen 
unite without combat. In the unition of some other substances 
a breaking down ofthe structural atoms must obtain, agitation 
and warfare ensue, resulting in the generation of positive force. 
War between nations is the ultimate expression of the agitation 
of mind. The ultimate result of all agitation obtains in the 
natural world, among natural things. Revolution begins in the 
mental domain and culminates in the revolution of all material 
bases. Revolution is a factor of reformation; the peace of the 
world -the coming universal peace, comes through universal 
adjustment, and this adjustment necessitates friction and disin
tegration, for order is evolved from chaos. 

Koreshan Science is the science of all natural things. Its 
scientific religion is a natural religion, founded upon tangible, 
scientific evidences. It has no ghosts, and no assumptions. It 
knows no higher power in the universe than mental force, and 
no higher form of knowledge than science. It repudiates all 
forms of hypotheses and guesses, and resultant irrational con
clusions, and sets forth only that which can be demonstrated 
right here in the natural world. It has no superstition; it 
teaches nothing that cannot be investigated and understood by 
any rational mind, and contains nothing that is mysterious or 
hidden. It is the uncovering of all things hitherto unknown. It 

with the discovery of the foundation of all science, the 
premise of all reason. In reaching conclusions, it employs 
known premises and logic, involving the laws of analysis, syn
thesis, and antithesis. It is the science you have been looking 
for, redeemed from fallacy and clarified of error. 

Popular conclusions are the reverse of the truth. Men are 
looking for things where they are not. The world is permeated 
with fallacy—truth perverted. They are endeavoring to locate 
the power of government in a democratic circumference; it is 

located in the Theocratic center. They are seeking God in the 
occult; he is revealed in natural science, and is no longer hidden. 
They are expecting to go to hell, when they are already there. 
God in his perfected state is finite; man at present is infinite— 
unfinished. The universe is a cell, and the earth environs all; 
the sun is at the center. The earth's surface is concave, not con
vex. The people of the world have much to learn—in fact, they 
now know nothing that is absolutely^ true. When they learn 
what the truth is, they will realize the necessity of being governed 
by its source. All other governments are but forms of misrule, 
with motives selfish and power despotic. Who and what is the 
source of truth ? 

A writer in the Boston Investigator uses the following 
language: "We live in the nineteenth century of Christian super
stition, but in the first century of science. " Correct; but this is 
as bad for some other things as it is for the superstitions con
nected with Christianity'. Did the writer know what he was 
saying ? He said more than he knew; he condemned some 
modern so called scientific theories as well. If this is the first 
century of science, pray tell us to what is the theory of Coperni
cus, originating in the fifteenth century of superstition, to be 
relegated ? What is to be said of the nebular hypothesis, the the
ories of Newton, Thomas Dick, and a host of others? Just as 
we have said all the time—superstition. We are glad to see an 
agnostic acknowledge a fact once in a while !. 

Rational conclusion is necessarily founded upon a known 
premise; if the premise is assumed, the conclusion will be an 
assumption also. An exchange, devoted to the promulgation 
of "Christian Science," says: "The premise of Christian Science 
is: God is omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient." This is a 
strange premise—assumed in the first place, a premise which is 
above the conclusions. The entire "sys tem" is inverted; it has 
its foundation where the pinnacle ought to be, and undertakes to 
build conclusions concerning natural things from a metaphysical 
premise. The natural world alone can furnish a natural, tangi
ble, and knowable premise—the basis of all conclusion. The 
marked contrast between Koreshanity and "Christian Science" 
is seen and appreciated at a glance. 

An eminent scientist says that "Affirmation, pure and sim
ple, without reasoning and without proof, is one of the surest 
means of planting an idea in the popular mind. The more con
cise it is, the more free from every appearance of proof and dem
onstration, the more authority it ha s . " This agrees exactly 
with the sentiments of the famous Barnum, who said that the 
people of the world liked to be humbugged ! In these brief ex
pressions is disclosed the secret ofthe success of modern astron
omy and its companion theories of religion. The system that is 
true, the system that demonstrates its premise, and backs its 
every assertion by a multitude of facts, is the system that will 
experience the greatest difficulty in finding a'place in the public 
mind. 

Mysterious things are in demand. The people at large find 
satisfaction in modern fiction and fraud. The unparalleled sup
port of the sensational press is evidence of the abnormal con
dition of the mind of the world. The modern church can thrive 
only where its assertions are accepted without question. The 
church wants nothing revealed, for in such case the opportuni
ties for deception would be destroyed. The clergy, the pseudo-
scientists, and the politicians are afraid of the search-light of 
truth; and the masses, under the spell of popular ignorance and 
delusion, resent every encroachment upon the field of superstition. 
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There are thousands of minds in the world engaged in the 

work of disseminating what they term theology, or the science 
of God, who cannot define a single law by which he exists, nor 
how he created the world, what he did it for, nor what he is 
going to do with it. They are anxious to have us know some
thing about that which they do not know, and have no means 
of knowing. They do not know where God is, where he came 
from, nor how long he is going to exist—nor how many there 
are of him ! Men who know nothing about so many points-of a 
character are not the people to teach us anything about relig
ion, or science, or social economy, or anything ! 

The world needs living ideas—ideas originated and expressed 
by a teacher of the present generation, who knows what he is 
talking about. The ideas of the past, the theories of Thomas 
Paine, Thomas Jefferson, and a host of other Thomases, are old 
and musty. The dead can think for you no more, and there are 
many of the " l iv ing" who cannot. Let the living govern; the 
so called fathers or founders of nations were able to meet the 
exigencies of their times, not ours. Their views, plans, and 
methods must be discarded as utterly inadequate. 

Prison records do not contain the names of all the criminals; 
thousands go unpunished, and even unsuspected. The charitable 
institutions do not register the names of all the poor and the 
unfortunate; thousands suffer who do not drop into the channel 
of popular relief. Charitable institutions are a standing rebuke 
to the competitive system and its unrighteousness. If equitable 
adjustment obtained, there would be no suffering from want of food 
and clothing—there would be no tramps nor beggars of any 
description. 

The world has gotten into a pretty condition when a man 
has to break a plate-glass window or commit some other misde
meanor to get something to eat—even from the jailer. Institu
tions care for the infirm and shelter the criminal, while the hon

est and ablebodied working man starves from lack of employ
ment. If the country would do its duty, it would feed and pro
tect the honest and the strong; in doing so it would provide for 
the poor and the infirm, and destroy the incentive to crime. 

The explosion that blew up the battleship at Havana ex
tends beyond the limits of the harbor; it vibrates the hearts of 
millions, and may yet amass armies, beat the drums of war, en
gage navies, and win victories for the oppressed. It touched the 
fuse of a greater magazine, a greater source of energy than all 
torpedoes and submarine mines of the nations combined. 

Fallacy is as logical as truth; the difference is in the prem
ise. Logic is like mathematics; its terms are invariable. A 
conclusion reached through a train of logic is rational only^ when 
the premise is true. 

What shall it prophet a man if he gain the whole world for a 
following, and fail in all his predictions ? He would have to 
charge it up to prophet and loss. 

Some popular questions today are not worthy of discussion. 
While some of them are being discussed we become disgusted. 

The reason the so called scientists do not consider a true 
premise, is that they are afraid of the inevitable conclusion. 

The main question today is the Maine question and its bear
ing upon the relations ofthe United States and Spain. 

Sometimes the doors of opportunity are closed and locked 
forever. 

Monopoly is the devil's co-operation, the devil's common
wealth. 

Money is intended to facilitate exchange, not to hinder it. 

This is an age of gab and grab, and of creed and greed. 

Interrogation Points and Other Punctuations. 
Replies to Everybody's Questions. 

E. P. H., Brodhead,, Wis.—Your letter 
is at hand, and we thank you for it; Lucie 
Page Borden was also pleased with the 
spirit of your reply with reference to her 
article. Concerning your attitude toward 
the religion of Koreshanity, we would say 
that if you understood the System, you 
would not write us as you do. There is 
not an effete idea in the world that we en
tertain; Koreshanity is wholly original. 
We have no superstition, and present no 
conclusions to the world that we cannot 
and do not demonstrate actually and 
scientifically. Please take us at our word 
sufficiently to investigate. You say some 
good things in your letter, but you are 
supposing that some of them are in dis
agreement with Koreshanity. You are at 
a disadvantage; you are not familiar with 
our premises or conclusions. If you un
derstood the theology of KORESH, you 
would at once realize that it is the most 
rational and conclusively satisfactory sys
tem of thought in the world today. We 

do not prove it from the Bible; the 
Koreshan theology would be true and de
monstrable, and the purpose of the 
System fulfilled entirely, if there were no 
Bible ! We do not depend upon the Bible 
for support of a single proposition in the 
System; it is used by us as corroborative. 
Suppose you study our propositions 
awhile longer, and wait awhile before 
forming your conclusions; you are jump
ing at them now, without a premised fact; 
that 's where you miss it. 

(1) S e e t l i e Youth's ('onijiiiuioii o f , F e b r u 
ary 17 for an article, "The Depths ol' the 
Earth," by Prof. Nathaniel S. Shaler, and 
kindly give us a refutation of the same in 
THE FLAMING SWOKD, Send him a FLAM
ING SWOHD, ami lie may take up your chal
lenge. (2) I. hope you accept the proposi
tion of Sam net Blodgett, of Grafton, N. 
Dak., whose attention I called to your 
system, and in whom you will rind a 
foeman worthy of your steel.—J. X., 
Staples, Minn. 

(i) Thanks for calling our attention to 
the article by Prof. Shaler. We will refer 
to it briefly in the Editorial Perspective 
next week. He offers no proof and pre

sents no argument; he simply speculates 
concerning the interior of the earth from 
the basis of the exploded hypothesis of 
the earth's convexity. We should be glad 
to get our literature to him; can you give 
us his address ? (2) See T H E SWORD of 
last week for reply to letter of Mr. 
Blodgett. Propositions which involve an 
offer of Si,000 must be referable to the 
fundamental basis of the earth's actual 
curvature—to the facls of the tangible 
crust. Appearances are not proofs. It is 
evident that we should have to come to 
some understanding in this regard with 
Mr. Blodgett before we could reach an 
agreement. Please do not permit him to 
back out of his desire to refute the 
Koreshan Astronomy; we have had ex
perience in this line before ! 

When the truths of Koreshanity are 
made manifest then they must be accepted: 
us yet, the world lacks the evidence neces
sary to a belief. Jesus the Christ said 
that all the law and the prophets centered 
in the two points of love to God and love 
to man; and as we measure the truthfulness 
of a theory by the effect produced on the 
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•eei>ting it, love to God and love 
to man being the test, and as the ungloved 
manner in which Koresh handles some of 
his critics does not measure up to this test, 
it follows that 1 am slow to accept his 

: Koreshanity as the religion of 
humanity. A. M. V., Kossmoyne, Pa. 

i If course this is a good way to reach a 
rational conclusion ! Apply the s a m e 
rule to Jesus himself, and see how it 
works; it just puts the sword handle in our 
hands' Look at Jesus when he was at 
the home ofthe Pharisee, dining with him 

nest; how he sat at his table and 
lis host a whited sepulchre and a 

hypocrite. Search the accounts of his 
;sociation with the men of church 

and state, and see if he handled any of 
them with gloves. Let one imagine him-

tlie temple courts, where hundreds 
of bankers had congregated with their 
counters; just after Jesus passed through 
with the scourge, see the tables of 
money overthrown, with coins scattered 
all over the floor, the cages of the birds 

1. and the bankers and merchants 
smarting from the scourge, and ask your-

he measured up to a sickly, senti
mental standard of a misconception of 
what love is ! 

I hereby acknowledge receipt of THE 
FLAMING SWOKD, and find it still on the 

in interest. I rind only one tiling 
el adversely; after accusing' the 
church of hypocrisy, of which I 

• to he guilty,'1 lind in THE SWORD 
the title "lieverend" before some of the 

nt not all. That title to me is 
n d, being only once found in the 
id then applied to Deity. If 1 am 
-hall be glad to lie corrected. W. 

M.. Springfield, Mass. 

Jesus accused the Jewish church of hy
pocrisy, and yet he actually founded a 
system of religion and delegated his pow
er and life as well as titles, to his apostles. 

is reverend in a system of fallacy 
and hypocrisy. When the new kingdom 

lished and a portion of the human 
come known by the name of the 

Almighty, they will be reverend, won't 
they ? If the Koreshan System be true, 

pie constitute the nucleus of the 
new kingdom, and its authorized represen-

are entitled to the title of reverend, 
.it least prospectively-. We are just as 
much against other people using it as you 

' perhaps for a different reason. 

C, A. I)., Horanif, Kan.—We do not 
advocate the abolition of machinery as a 
means of solution of the social question, 

her the abolition of the millionaire. 
When the wealth of the world is held in 

and man co-operates with his 
neighbor, machinery will be a blessing 
and a factor in the era of rest and recrea-

W. W., National Military Home, O.— 
Your letter and the pamphlet you • mailed 
to us are received; many thanks. 

The Flaming- Sword Warmly-
Welcomed. 

I read your estimable magazine every 
week. This week's (February 18) is par
ticularly interesting. Indeed, every num
ber of THE FLAMING SWOBD grows better 
and better, and that is saying a good deal. 
I hope I am not intruding upon your time 
and patience by- addressing you so fre
quently upon the subject of Koreshanity, 
which, though I do not quite understand, 
has nevertheless a peculiar fascination for 
me. I read and re-read every word of THE 
FLAMING SWOKD, and the more I read of it, 
the more I am convinced that you speak 
with the inspiration of a Hebrew Prophet, 
and that there is vastly more in what you 
say "than was ever dreamed of in my 
philosophy," or indeed in the philosophy 
of most men, be they never so wise and 
highly educated. I am not easily made a 
convert to a religious theory, dogma, or 

mmmmmmsmmBm 
belief, as I have always looked upon all 
religions (especially the religion of the 
modern Christian church) as monstrous 
frauds and delusions; but your religion of 
Koreshanity seems founded on such just 
(ind scientilic tonmhit ions—everything you 
advocate appealing to man's higher intel
lect and deepest sense of justice, that I 
cannot but give it serious thought.—H. E. 
H., Lancaster, Pa. 

Du. OYEUS K. TEED:—For many days I 
have had a longing desire and inexplicable 
feeling to know more of you personally. 
and why? I can only say because I have 
long been infatuated with the magnificent 
production of your brain power, in wield
ing in these days, THE SWOHD of Truth. 
Those wdio are blessed with the wisdom to 
travel along your channel of reasoning can 
only see the Day-Star of Truth that has 
been hidden through the past ages—even 
from those who have claimed to be van
guards B. X. <;., Woodbury, N. J. 

I do certainly regard an experimental 
line run as I understand the Florida test to 
have been conducted, as absolute, unequiv
ocal, and final. And to those who doubt 
the results of it, the way is open to make 

the same test with their own instruments. 
In sporting language, it is now in order for 
them to "put up or shut up."—A. P. P>., 
Jersey City, N. J. 

We are intensely delighted with THE 
SWOKD; we have given away the extra 
copies you have sent us, to friends and 
acquaintances, and have also mailed some 
to friends in the East. We are glad to learn 
that the circulation of THE SWOED is in
creasing, and we appreciate your labor of 
love, and often wish that we could aid you 
in a more practical way .T. M. L., San 
Bernardino, Cal. 

I have read every copy of THE FLAMING 
SWOED and PBTJNING HOOK that has ever 
been issued, up to last week; consequently 
I am not in a position to willingly give it 
up now. Please shove my name ahead one 
dollar's worth for the only true reform 
paper now published. Like it? WeU, yes, 
particularly since it has its new clothes on. 
—M. L. H., Evansville, Ind. 

Chat With Readers. 
Do you owe us anything on subscription 

—a year behind ? If so we have been carry
ing your subscription, and it is but fair 
that we ask you to carry us a year now, in 
advance. Send us $2; $1 for the past year, 
and the other for subscription for the 
coming year. We need money, and must 
have it. We are now publishing a weekly, 
giving you about four times as much matter 
as you subscribed for on the basis of the 
monthly, and it requires at least four times 
as much money to run the weekly as it did 
the monthly—and out of the same receipts: 
we have not increased the subscription 
price. We must appeal to you, to your 
sympathies, and to your sense of obligation, 
once in a while. You would soon see the 
effect of it in the paper, if everj- one of 
you who could possibly spare it, wo.uld sit 
down and write us, enclosing $1 for the 
benefit of THE SWOKD work, whether you 
owe us for subscription or not. See what 
you can do, and you will never regret it! 

The mind is a storehouse—a storehouse 
of mental entities. There is as much dif
ference in minds as there is in stores. 
Look at some small, second-hand stores in 
poor districts, and compare them with the 
magnificent department stores of the great 
cities. Yes, you may have a store, a men
tal store, but it may not be the best; your 
stock may be shelf-worn, dusty, and out-
of-date. We have seen some mental stores 
filled with cheap toys, and others with 
daggers, explosives, and other dangerous 
things. The greatest wrecking of human
ity is first done in the mind; the mind 
creates ages and epochs. The condition 
the world is in today is the result of the 
aggregation of bad mental elements. 
Humanity must begin to think differently, 
and you must help; a change of mind leads 
to a change of action. See ? 
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This number of THE SWOHD will be 
specially interesting because of the num
ber of questions answered. "Lucid An
swers to Pertinent Questions" cover a 
great deal of ground, and clear up many 
things for the investigator. See particu
larly the article, "The (Treat Cosmic Cell 
the Only Material World," in reply to a 
question concerning the limitation of the 
universe and the possibility of other 
worlds existing outside our own. 

0-3-0-8-! See these figures? The six 
comes first, then the three, and so on. 
Good! If you were in school y-ou would 
like to get the number down on the black
board correctly, wouldn't you ? That's the 
ambition of the schoolboy. Well, get it 
straight on the envelope, when you write 
us, and your letter will not go astray; don't 
send it to 36O8, but to 6308 Wentworth 
avenue, Chicago, 111. 

Please read the short paragraphs under 
general statement at top of page, second 
page of cover. Money orders intended for 
us must be made payable to the Guiding 
Star Publishing House, Chicago, 111., not 
the Editor, nor to the Manager; neither 
should they be made payable at any sub
station, but at Chicago P .O. 

The World 's News. 

one year's imprisonment, with tine of 3,000 
francs.—Body of Frances Willard lies in 
state in Woman's Temple, Chicago.— 
100,000 people said to be homeless and 
starving in Cuba.—English Methodists are 
endeavoring to raise $5,000,000 with which 
to celebrate the beginning of the 20th cent
ury.—Trade less active British ship Asia 
wrecked on Nantucket shoals, Mass.—33rd 
annual convention of Illinois editors at 
Springfield.—Negro postmaster m o b b e d 
and burned at Lake City, S. C N a v a l 
Court of Inquiry investigating cause of 
Maine disaster. 

Thursday.—Federal authorities purpose 
punishing lynchers at Lake C i t y , S. C. 
—The nation is preparing for war with 
S p a i n ; war spirit increasing: evidences 
e x i s t that the battleship was blown up 
through Spanish treachery.—Broom-mak
ers of Indiana protest against convict labor. 

Friday.—New press censorship estab
lished in France; four French papers noti
fied that they must stop defense of Dreyfus 
and Zola.—La Champagne, French steam
ship bound for America, long overdue; 
disaster feared Mrs. Bailington B o o t h 
suffering serious relapse at Montelair, N. J. 
—Newspapers tilled with contradictory war 
news; we cannot print it all ! 

Saturday.—Spanish w a r s h i p Vizcaya 
sails from New York to Havana—War is 
anticipated between Costa Pica and Nic
aragua.—President of Hawaii sails from 
San Francisco to Honolulu.—Third anni
versary of the outbreak of Cuban revolu
tion celebrated at Key West, Fla.—France 
seizes land and property at Kwan-Chuen-
wan, China.—China makes new decree 
relative to admission of foreign goods; 
original packages may be delivered at in
land points unopened.—American Tobacco 
Works burn at Louisville, Ky.; 1,400 men, 

women, and children thrown out of em
ployment. 

Sunday.—France said to be held in dis
grace by other nations of Europe.—Pope 
desires arbitration of the Cuban question, 
and difficulty between TJ. S. and Spain — 
English papers pay high tribute of honor 
to Zola, and deplore French injustice and 
shame—Idea prevails in Germany a n d 
England that Spain is responsible for Maine 
disaster.—French steamship La Champagne 
disabled in Atlantic ocean east of New
foundland; shaft broken; heroic trip of 
third officer in life-boat for help.—Stomach 
removed from woman at San Francisco; 
patient in critical condition, but may sur
vive W e y l e r said to be originator of 
Spanish plot to blow up the Maine.—Two 
men make unsuccessful attempt to assas
sinate King George of Greece. 

Monday.— Famine said to be threatening 
in many districts in Spain.—War topics in 
t lie pulpits of America, Spain, and England. 
—British steamer Legislator, bound for 
Central Africa, burned in mid-Atlantic.— 
La Champagne safely towed into harbor at 
Halifax.—K.K. disaster at Blue Island, 111.; 
six killed by train running into omnibus. 
—Kemains of inventor of Ferris wheel held 
by Pittsburg undertaker for funeral ex
penses over a year ago. 

Tuesday.—V. S. Supreme Court affirms 
constitutionality of 8-hour law passed in 
I'tah.—Officers of the Maine believe ship 
was blown up by design.—Inquiry court 
now at Key West, Fla.—Meat inspection act 
declared void by Arkansas Judge; decides 
that people may buy what they please.— 
French guuboat sunk by storm off coast of 
Australia. 

Our Review Corner. 
Our Race News Leaflet, by Prof. C. A. L. 

Totten; Nov. and Dec. number, 1897. 
monthly, $1 for 13 numbers. Our Race 
Pub. Co., New Haven, Conn. 

With the November number came Tot-
ten's Chronological Chart, presenting thir
teen different systems of chronology in 
comparison with the chronology of Totten. 
This is perhaps as valuable a table of com
parative chronology as has ever been 
issued. We are nearing the end of the age 
—that is one thing sure, and the time is 
valuable in that it enables the student to 
prove prophecy by history and locate the 
most important event of the century or of 
the age; the revolution is at hand. In the 
December number the News Leaflet con
tains a defense of the chronology of Totten 
against the attacks of H. Grattan Guinness 
and others, and from our standpoint of 
observation, Totten has the best position 
in the controversy. 

Voices of the Morning, by J. A. Edgerton, of 
bureau of Labor Statistics, Lincoln, 
Neb.; 120 pages, cloth, stamped in gold. 
Chas. H. Kerr « Co., Chicago. 

The author's poems have been seen in 
almost every reform journal in the country. 
This work is a collection of about fifty ex
cellent poems, which bear marks of origi
nality and ability. It is a contribution to 
reform effort. It is optimistic; and looks 
at the coming bright side of the world. 

The author is liberal, hopeful, modest; in j 
his poems he has endeavored to be natural. I 
'there is one thing about the work that we 
like, and that is, it is not written for liter- I 
ary critics, but to voice the longings of the 
great struggling masses, and to point out 
the great possibilities of the future. We 
would much rather have it this way than 
suited to the entertainment of the wealthy 
aristocracy or to the fancy of the conceited 
critics of some orthodox schools of lit
erature. 

Dianism, or Sex Holiness; 24 page pam
phlet, price 25 cents. National Purity 
Association, 79 Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111. 

This pamphlet purports to contain the 
secret of health, happiness, and success, but 
it misses the mark; for if w-e know anything 
about the science of mind and of sex, and 
we claim we do, Dianism is as far from sex ,j 
holiness as is prostitution. We can clem-
onstrate that the so called science of sex 
as set forth under the name of Dianism, 
and which appears to be gaining ground 
among a class of sensualists who regard 
present sex relations and functions us 
sacred, is unscientific, and in direct viola -
of every known and demonstrated physio
logical law. Koreshanity alone possesses 
the solution of the sex question; its solu
tion is natural and scientific. 

Lucifer, the light-bearer, sex reform) 
monthly, edited by Moses Harinan. 
1394 W. Congress St., Chicago. 

The People's I'liion Mission, news and re
form, monthly, 25 cents a year; Gene-
seo, 111. 

The Crescent, Mohammedanism, weekly: 
2a Baker St., Liverpool, Eng. 

The Commoner, news and reform: weeklv, 
$1 per year; Kochester, Pa. 

In Reform Journals. 
As Editors See Us. 

Truth Isn't Begging People to Accept It! 
A "new religion" journal, which bases its 

claim to be the religious leader of the uni
verse on the claim that the earth has a con
cave surface, the sun, moon, and stars 
being on the inside instead of the outside 
of the earth, is now out with an offer of 
$1,000 to any editor who will disprove its 
theory. I want to call the attention of the 
publishers to the fact that the burden of 
proof rests upon them, not upon the rest of 
mankind. As Anarchists who hope to have 
their opinions concurred in must first show 
the inefficiency of governments and gods 
to properly regulate the affairs of men, so 
must these claimants prove the errors of 
simple astronomy; to ridicule mooted ques
tions because of the variance of different 
minds in regard to them is easy. Proof is 
something different. Fabulous stories of 
sea-level measurements won't do, either. 

But what has the whole thing to do with 
religion, anyhow? When the paper in 
question turns its batteries on other relig
ious frauds it does good work, but when it 
only destroys one falsehood that another 
may be erected in its place, the effort is ;i» 
loss of energy. 

But just what won't be crammed down 
the throats of mental weaklings, in the 
name of religion, so long as gullibles can 
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l>c lniind, would be hard to name. This 
brings us back to the present ease, that of 
Koreshanity. Some three years ago one 
uf its publications came out with wonder-
ftll precis of the earth's being flat. |The 
wither of this article doesn't know what he 
i- talking about—gotten things mixed 
badly: his remarks here do not apply to us. ] 
1: 1 remember rightly that was the shape 

assigned it.) The idea was to prove the 
iiomy false. The next issue ofthe 

i urn was considerably delayed. 
Why? Nothing much—only—well—ahem 

this old earth had been rolling up its 
a scroll until it had swallowed 

itself whole and put us all in a hole. No 
wonder Germany is putting rice on its 
China and we poor devils jump from a 
Cleveland panic right into McKinley pros
perity and wonder which is hottest! But 
all tins gives Koreshanity a true scientific 

w hat's the odds. 
/iila says of bourdes and its miracles: 

••I.iiiuiles grew up in spite of all opposi
tion, just as the Christian religion did, 
luransc suffering humanity in its despair 
must cling to something, must have some 
hope; and, on the other hand, because 
humanity thirsts after illusions. In a 

is the story of the foundation of 
all religions." And of Koreshanity •f—h'ree 

V •ancisco, Calif. 

The Fearless Flaming Sword Prized Highly. 
The Imle.r stated last month that we 

irere reading THE FLAMIMI SWOKD, of 
Chicago, and that we valued it very highly. 
We do. We value it because of its fear-

i p-oii-iay-shoulder attitude on 
the subjects of religion, socialism, 
finance, and the various reforms that one 
every day sees the necessity of, from the 
handling of governments down to the all-

ug question of earning daily bread. 

Part of the contents of this lively paper is 
read by us and discarded as being too deep 
for us—don't understand it. 

A theory advanced by "Koresh" a short 
time ago is, that he has discovered the 
secret of immortality. "Koresh" is Dr. 
Cyrus R. Teed, and he says that immor
tality can be brought about by the 
removal of the pineal gland of the brain. 
From our knowledge of anatomy we would 
modestly remark that the man who has 
his pineal gland removed, will immedi
ately require the services of the under
taker and the sexton. However, Dr. Teed 
may not be as crazy as he seems. A man 
nowadays who. gives birth to an idea which 
is in direct opposition to old established 
customs and ideas, is said to be a crank, 
lunatic, etc. We have had a little experi
ence in this. If the man who discovered 
Osteopathy was crazy, would we had more 
crazy people.— The Osteopathic Imle.r. 
Ottawa, Kansas. 

An English View of the Koreshan Colony. 
THE KoiiK-iHAX COMMCXITY is still hard 

at work at Estero, in Florida, on the site 
which they confidently believe is destined 
to be the New Jerusalem, centre of the 
world's future development. So far the 
community is, from all accounts, prosper
ous and happy. The climate is perfect, 
and the natural facilities great for sea and 
river communication with all America.— 
Brotherhood, London, Eng. 

As Editors See Other Things. 
'•I<ifei3 More than Meat, the Body 

More than Raiment." 
Is there nothing more in life than to have 

enough to eat, a place to sleep, some cover
ing for the body, and perhaps a polo game, 

a prize tight, or blood-and-thunder melo
drama to while away the few weary 
hours between drudgery and sleep? True, 
even that little would be like a seventh 
heaven of delight compared to what the 
average working man now enjoys, but can 
the ambition of American sovereignty 
rise to nothing higher than that? What 
are all the beauties with which nature has 
stocked the earth, and that the skill and in
genuity of man have reproduced and am
plified for, if not for the enjoyment of man? 
Yet do we enjoy them? We who produce 
the wealth of the nation and make possible 
the grandeur and magnificence so abund
ant on every hand, are ourselves content 
to struggle on in poverty, live in wretch
edness and die in our misery without hav
ing seen, let alone enjoyed, the beautiful 
world that was built for us all.— The Beacon. 

When Egypt went down, 2 per cent of the 
population owned 97 per cent of her wealth. 
When Persia fell, 1 per cent owned the land. 
When Babylon went down, 2 per cent had 
all the wealth. When Rome fell, 1,800 men 
owned everything. In this country, 25,000 
people hold more than half the entire 
wealth The Common Cause. 

Spain, Russia, and 'Turkey are among 
the. most religious countries in the world. 
They have God in the Constitution of 
every one of them. Spain has Cuba; 
Russia has Siberia; Turkey has Armenia; 
and God has all the glory, (bid comes 
handy to bear such burdens. We need 
him every hour.—Neiv Dispensation. 

WANTED—TRUSTWORTHY AND ACTIVE 
gentlemen or ladies to travel for responsible, 
established house. Monthly fBo.00 and ex

penses. Position steady. Reference. Enclose self-
tiildresscd stamped envelope. 

The Dominion Compunv. Dept. V.,Chicago. 

The Flaming Sword the Clearest Search-Light. 
L A K E S I D E , C A I . . , Feb. ig, 1898. 

Dff. CYRUS R. T E E D ; — I have read T H E F L A M I N G SWORD 
during the last five years, and have followed your teaching 
with a serious desire to find the ultimate verities according 
to which the processions of the race are carried forward from 
cycle to cycle. I am slow to accept radical doctrines, espe
cially when they flatly contradict the consensus of opinion 
which has slowly accreted through the historic ages. But 
I must confess that your plain, straightforward definitions 
embrace the facts of life more completely than anything I 
have heretofore found in current literature. 

I have nearly, but not quite, lost my hold on the old 
miy. Your answers to astronomical observations are 

comprehensive, explicit, and full of that electric fire which 
flows from an earnest heart and brain. But I cannot see 
why the universe should be limited to a single cosmic cell 1 
The analogy of cell structure in the human body—with 
groups co-ordinated in interdependent series—would seem to 

1 a plurality of worlds, limited in number and form
ing, in their serial aggregate, tha t larger cosmic structure 
which .Swedenborg designated as the " G r a n d Man ." Does 
the logic of your premise inexorably limit the universe to a 
single world ? 

I heartily accept your teachings regarding Socialism, 
Theocratic Government, and the establishment of the divine 
kingdom in the earth. I have long believed that the two 

of existence—matter and spirit—are perpetual and 
reciprocal. I also fully accept your views of reincarna
tion for the rank and file of humanity, and your distinction 

II these partial re-embodiments and the resurrection, 

in which the partial lives are brought to fruition in a com-
posit body-form, or ripened fruit as "sons of God ." 

I understand you to teach, (1 ) that Christ will come at 
the end of the age—now closing—and gather his harvest, 
the fruit of his planting 1900 years ago, who will then come 
forth as sons of God and dwell in the earth as visible persons. 
(2) Tha t K O R E S H will be planted in the race at the begin
ning of the forthcoming age—now dawning—and again 
appear at the end of the age to gather his harvest . Am 
I correct? If I am, a perplexing problem will be unrav
eled to my apprehension. (3) You make frequent reference 
to astrology, and seem to regard current systems—both 
heliocentric and geocentric—as abounding with chaff, but 
that there was in pre-historic times an Astro-Science, the 
key to which was lost, and tha t you have re-discovered tha t 
key. Am I correct here ? 

I came "ou t from the world" about twenty years ago, 
and have since been t rying to live along the general lines 
which I discover in your teachings. I regard T H E F L A M 
I N G S W O R D as the clearest "search-l ight" on the drift of 
events now published. You have a very able corps of 
writers and co-workers, and into a first-class paper in every 
respect, you infuse a soul and purpose which make it 
a t'o'o-edged sword that will be potent in separating the sheep 
who are looking for a shepherd, from the goats who are 
in quest of the finest pasture. I t is a disturbing force in 
the halls of conservatism and intrenched error, and will be 
sure to shake up the body politic in such a manner that its 
units will segregate for a rearrangement of its organs and 
functions. Sincerely, E. W. 
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Round the World in 40 Days. 
The work on the great Russian Trans-

Siberian railway is being rapidly pushed 
to completion. An army of seventy thou
sand persons is at work upon it. The 
greater part is now built, and within three 
years it will be possible to circle the globe 
in less than forty- days.—New Charier. 

The Flaming Sword, 

The New Geodesy April 15, 1898, 
. . . . Containing about 100 Pages . . . . 

With .Synopsis of Koreshan Astronomy by DR. CYRUS R. T E E D (KORESH), illustrated by 
a number of fine, full-page diagrams. 

w established house. Monthly $65.CO 
penses. Position steady. Reference. Enclosed self-
addressed stamped envelope. 

The Dominion Company, Dept. V., Chicago. 

Weavers! 

Full account of all the Experiments and Demonstrations ofthe Cellular Cosmogony by 
Prof. Morrow and Staff during 1896 and 1897. 

Guiding Star Publishing House, 6308 Wentworth Avenue, Chicago, 111. 

e Willi or without s W. F. MCCBRAD-

e illustrated circular of 
Automatic (Stationary) 
Temple and Shuttle Guide, 

The Contoocook Independent 
CONTOOCOOK, N. H. 

Charles Hardon, Editor. 
Cuts between Anarchy and 
Socialism, at equal distances 
from each. 

SEND FOR SAMPLE COPY 

The Roseland Herald, 
Published at Roseland, La. 

Roseland is the garden spot of the South, the 
Iiome of a prosperous Colony, a town where a 
ease of yellow fever was never Known. 

The Roseland Herald 
(Jives Northern People All Information About it. 
Only 60c a year for subscriptions obtained 
through this advertisement. ADDRESS— 

D . W . S T R E A T , Publisher, 

Visitor, 
Bangor, 

Weekly 
Michigan. 

Defends 
The 
Common 
People 

$1.00 per year. A good Advertiser. 

THRESHER & DEHAVEN. 

The Clairvoyant Journal , 

Each issue illustrates, teaching Occultism in ALL its 
bearings. 

Healing all diseases by Occult Powers. Hypnotism. 
Personal Magnetism, Mediumship, Psychomctry 

Sample Copy,'5 cents; 50 cents per year, with occult 
premium. Send NOW. 

The Clairvoyant Journal, 
SPRINGFIELD, .MO. 

The great need of our Country 
is more Money for Exchange, 

earn comforts, and n 
Give them Employment! 
Give them Money! 

is the Motto of the 
MACCL/ENNY S E N T I N E L , Macclenny, F la . 

The Spirit of Truth (John 16) 
.... •. Is an 8-page monthly devoted 

to the spiritualism or gospel of JESUS THE CHRIST 
and ihe lieal setting up of tlie Kingdom of Heaven 
on earth, backed and assisted by all the ANGELS 
of HEAVEN. Subscription, 50c; samples free. Ad
dress: Thomas Cook, Editor, Box 386, Hot 
Springs, Arkansas . 

The Free Lance. 
Those who seek the unique and original 

in the realm of literature, something decid
edly refreshing and thought-provoking, 
replete with wit and wisdom, sparkling 
with daring originality and brilliant, tren
chant criticism touching every subject 
under the sun—politics, sociology, religion, 
science, philosophy, literature, current 
events—will find in The Free Lance' just 
what they want—it fills the bill. 

The Free Lance is a handsomely printed 
24-page monthly magazine, for sale at all 
up-to-date news stands. Subscription 
price $1.00 per year, 10 cents per copy. A 
local agent wanted in every community. 
Send silver dime for sample copy. Address 

• A. M. COLWICK, Waco, Tex] 

The Advocate of Common Sense. 
A Semi-Monthly Newspaper, published by August 

Buesing, 153-155 Riverside avenue, Jacksonville, Fla. 
Subscription rales ft per annum, payable in advance. 
T H E ADVOCATE OF COMMON SENSE is undeniably the 
best medium through which the Manufacturers, Job 
bers, wholesale and retail Merchants, and every other 
trade and profession may make money by advertising _ 

T H E ADVOCATE OF COMMON SENSE is a high-class 
journal devoted to literature, science, art, spiritual
ism, free-thought, exposing religious and political 
errors and the evils of our present system of society 
and offers devices for better ones. It gives the news 
of the week from all over the world. No paper at 
any price can excel it. It is especially interesting 
and protitable. It is accepted by everybody not only 
as an entertainer, but as a teacher. No one should 
be without it. 

FI fl R11") A YOU probably want to hear 

from Florida; may be go-

Notes and Queries, 
A monthly journal of History, Folk-lore, Art. Sci

ence, Literature, Masonry, Mysticism, Math
ematics, Metaphysics, Theosophy, etc. 

This magazine contains a large number of the odds 
and cuds in all departments of literature, "from many 
a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore." Com
menced .I iilv, 1 ss-j Volume XV began with 1897. Each 
volume fully indexed. 81.00 a year in advance. Its 
motto is "Many people know many things, no one 
evervlhing." Circulates in all parts of the world. 
Address, S. C. & L. M. GOULD, (Printers, Publishers 
and Booksellers,) Manchester, N. H. 

ARE YOU o# o# 

INTERESTED IN FLORIDA? 
If so subscribe for San Mateo Item. $1.00 per year 

50 cents for six months. Tells yon all about farming 
and fruit growing in Florida. An 8-page papei 
ami considered the best agricultural weekly paper 
published in Florida, for the subscription price. 
Mention this paper and they will send you a sample 
copy free. Address: The Item, San Mateo, Fla. 

SELF=RELIANCE 

n'enfoT Labor Exchange p$£f 
The panacea of existing evils, pointing the nay to 

Remunerat ive Employment 
For the Idle Thousands . 

Every Saturday. 50c a year, always in advance. 
Sample copy sent on application. Ezra James, 
Publisher, Knowlton's Cor., Cincinnati, O. 

The New Science, Osteopathy. 

ing there to settle, or to build a winter 
home, or for the benefit of your health, or 
as a tourist and pleasure seeker. Take a 
Florida weekly paper at little cost. The 
Florida Philosopher is published right in 
the orange region, gives the news in brief, 
and is one of the leading reform papers of 
the republic. Specimen copies sent. Ad
dress: THE PHILOSOPHEE, Crescent City, TUC STANDARD 
Florida. umiiunuu 

Do yo want to know more about t 
Science which cures human 

ills without drugs? 

f so. send 2c stamp for sample copy, or 50c for a 
ear's subscription to the OSTEOPATHIC 
N D E X , Merritt E . Springer, Editor, Ottawa, 

T h e M e d i u m , 
W e w LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, 

A weekly, 20-page magazine devoted to national 
Investigation of the I'hilosophv and Phenomena of 
Modem Spiritualism. Fourth year. New Features. 
During the coming year the Medium will have 
among its contributors some of the ablest writers in 
the ranks of Spiritualism, and in its pages will be 
found some of the brightest and best spiritual gems. 

Fifty cents a vear; three months on tr al for l5c. 
Sample copies free. Correspondents and agents 
wanted in every localitv. Address: The Medium, 
199 East Fourth St., 1,0s Angeles , Cal. 

10 cts. SILVER 10 cts. 
Silver pays for a spicy, red-hot Populist 16-page 
monthly paper, for one year, and your name inserted 
in our Name Directory one t rue free. Address, 
T H E GEM, I ,oganvil le , Ohio. 

FOR 10c Y 0 U receive leading, valua-
ble, progressive publica

tions. National Purity Association, 
79 Fifth Ave., Chicago. 

5c Gets Two Sample Copies. 

A large number of Excellent Papers and Maga
zines come to our table. The best ones we save for 
our customers or, other exteusive readers. Send 
5c, 10c, or 15c, for postage, and get some good reading. 

F. S. BRONQ, Pub., 

Hopken's Comic Monthly, 

v FORI Magazine. 
('or .me year's Subscription and 01 

dozen tine Visiting Cards with name. 
Subscr ip t ion '25 cents a year. 

Address, 

Hopken's Comic Monthly, 
Alameda, = Cal. 



KOSMOS-
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE. 

Official Organ of 
The Civics Book Club. 

Devoted to: 
Cultural Ideals, The Ele

ments of Psychology and the Educational 
Values of Cit izenship. 

ADOLPH ROEDER, Editor. 
J. C. PARKINSON, Publisher. 

11.00 per Vear. Single Copies IO cents . 
Address: 

KOSMOS 
V1NELAND, N. J. 

The Radix , Bo^e°f 

The Good Citizen, 
Or A Knight of The Free Lance. 

• Devoted to Temperance and Moral Reform. This 
is the only temperance paper in this part of the 
State. It is a live column, eight page paper. It is 
intended as the organ of the temperance cause and its 
columns are open to all who have something g 1 
that they would like others to know. Subscription 
price only 75 cents a year, sample copies sent free. 

We also publish 

Progressive Thought, 
A Monthly Magazine of Scientific, Philosophic, 

Theofogic and Homiletic Thought. A 61 page 
magazine for SSI . 5 0 a year. It is just what a 
preacher, especially a young preacher needs. Send 
for sample copy. Address, 

Has entered upoi. ... 
ami new dress. While it n 
Astrology in the prinnti y n 

hoc ami \stiologcr o 
"• Kdith Llovdc: K 

monthly, 10 cents. Radix 
Salem, Mass. 

the Great House of S 
ml Philosophic Tenets 

of Occult Truth, 

Business Success 
Through Mental Attraction. 

By Chas. W. Close, P h . D . , 
vein cents. (Silver), 

ii brief statement ofthe principle in .olv. 

The Liberator, 
II Sect.' 

$ 1 . 0 0 per annum. 
I). W. HULL, Kditoc and Publisher, NORTON. 

Civilization is going forward. We can not 
ui'Jtitli century institutions with first century 
The manna of yesterday will not satisfy the wa 

i a.I past has had its day'; let it n 
Hailed. 

ilnld fnrtlie Hold Ihms. Silver and gold ft 
lliiiietiillists. Greenbacks and coin for the 
civilized. Co-operative Brotherhood for the 

i/atiou, giving to each his meat i 

THE FREE LANCE 

... ._ _ionthly Journal devoted to Get 
It stands for free and untrammelcd e 

i all questions. It holds 
. too sacred for honest critic 

higher tribunal than the 
reason oi man. '2 5 cents a year. San 

Address, 
FREK LANCE, I 

F o u r H u n d r e d 

The High School Item. 
The subscription price is only 25 cents a year. 
Burton W. Lambert, Editor and Prop., 
North Platte, Neb. 

The Morning 5 t a r , 
th.- apjdieali.ill of Men 

ns, with eight practical rules to insure 
Business Success 

Special Offer: The above pamphlet with The 
Free Man, a monthly magazine in the interest of 

•tight, the Philosophy of Health, and 
•i' I.ile. two months with Special otter 

to the Sick, for tin cents silver Ad.Ires-: — 
Publisher the Krse itfan, 

121 Birch si . (!'. S Hanger Maine. 

Clover=Leaf 
• ^ Sem'.-Monthlv Maga/i 
^ ing the Humor Side ol 

M a g a z i n e . 
ading Newspaper of Volusia Co' 

News, DeLand, Florida. 

The Freethought Ideal, 

THE 5EARCH LIGHT, 

Published monthly. BO pages illustrated, 50 cents a 
year. Every number is replete with the best thought 
of America's leading thinkers. \mong its contri im 
tors are such eminent authors, scientists and states
men as Hon. Jessie Harper. (Lincoln's friendi. ('has. 
Howell, Dr. C. T. H. Benton, D. M. S. Fero, Henry 
(.'rouse, C. A. Moffit, and many others. The greatest 
plutocratic pounder published. Not a dry page in 

Special Offer:—To all v ho will send a year's 
subscription in silver we will send a copy of "Book 
of Books." Civilized Money, bv ( has. Howell, bound 
in cloth, Free. Be quick 

J. Clarence Marple, 
Editorand Publisher, Elm Grove W. Virginia. 

THE ALTRUIST 
a monthly paper, partly in phonetic spelling, 
devoted to equal rights, mutual assistance. 

ted labor and common propertv. It is issued bv 
Altruist Community, of St Louis, whose meni-

- hold all their property in Conine n. live and 

I enjoyment, assistance and support, and both 
i ami w one :; have equal rights and decide on all 
business affairs by (heir majority vote. 25c a 
r: specimen copy free. A. Iyongley, Editor, 
Olive St. Louis, Mo. 

THE DAWNING LIGHT o# o# 

An able exponent of Hermetic Science giving tin 

lianity, those of Christ Jesus and the Immortal Isis— 
the creative \V isdoui of the < iceidcnt, the Mysteries ol 
Free .Masonrv, and Philosophy of the Rosicrucians, 
Alchemy, Astrology, etc. Sample copy free. 50 cts. 
nor Annum. Peter Davidson, Loudsville, Ga. 

DE LAND WEEKLY NEWS, 

;her, nobler and purer destiny, At 50 cenit 
ar; 25 cents forsix months. Samples free. Addre 
tnes Pontius , Washington, Kansas . 

Koreshan Songs . . . . 
New Edit ion, By Rev. E. M. Castle. 

THE WEAVERS' HERALD, c ^ T 
A Monthly Publication, 

i to PLAIN and FANCY HAND WEAVING, 

Circulates in Every State ii Charles Dicken's Works, Free! 
For particulars 

»M1(I0 Confederate Bills only 10c each. 
Address Chas. D. Barker, 

Atlanta, Ga. $5, $10 & $20 Genuine Confederate Bills. 
only 5c each. 
Chas. V. Barker, Atlanta, 6a. 

100 
real and Philo- P a i d ' 4 0 c ( 

THINK OR STARVE 
THAT IS THE ALTERNATIVE. 

TO-DAY—this moment—you are being 

mine Confederate Money for 
cents. Address: 

CHAS. D. B A R K E R , 
Atlanta, Ga. 

SOUTHERN STAR, 
ers St., ATLANTA, GA 

Formerly NEW OCCASIONS. 
The Best s Only 

;ine... i One Dollar a Year 
the World. \ 10 cents a number. 

Monthly—Eighty Pages. 

ii of tin INITIATIVE and 
, Scientific Government, 

Monetary Reform and Physical and Ethical Culture. 
Among htindreds of brilliant writers who 
wil l regularly contribute to its pages are 

Prof. Frank Parsons. Prof. Richard T. Ely. 

Justice Walter Clark. Mary A. Livermore. 
Eugene V. Debs. Abby Morton Diaz. 
GOT. H. S. Pingree. John P. Altgeld. 
Lillian Whiting. Helen Campbell. 
A. H. Lewis. Senator Pettigrew. 

BPECIAL TO YOU.—8end IB two cent stamps and re-
"E NEW TIME three months and PRESIDENT 

Peaceful Revolution, by N SMITH, the f 

lea on every page. 

Charles Ii. Kerr & Company, Publishers 
56 Filth Avenue, CrltCftOO. 
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T h e N e w G e o d e s y =:=:= Exchanges \ 

Discovery of DR. CYRUS R. TEED (KORESH), 
The Founder of the Koreshan System of Science. 

Do you want our readers to; know the 
good points of your reform paper? 

Then Exchange Ads. With Us. Send us 
your ad. and we will mail you electro (13 
ems width) of the following and publish 
your ad. as long as you publish ours; 

Measurement 
Science of Earth 

By PROF. U. G. MORROW, Astronomer and Geodesist 
of the Koreshan Unity. 

The Earth a Hollow Globe 
The most startling fact that can be announced to the scientific world. A dis
cussion ofthe Fundamental Premise ofthe Koreshan System of Cosmogony. 

Experiments on the Water's Surface 
Conducted by Prof. Morrow and Staff, on Old Illinois Drainage Canal, Lake 
Michigan, Gulf of Mexico, and Bay of Naples—actual demonstrations of the 
Earth 's Non-convexity, actual views ofthe Concave Arc. 

Survey of the Air Line 
As the Chord of Arc, on the West coast of Florida, at Naples, the greatest and 
most important Scientific Experiment of modern times. 

The Air Line Edition of the N e w Geodesy 
Gives full particulars of all the above Experiments, and a remarkably favorable 
article commenting on our Geodetic work, by one of Chicago's great dailies. 

Fully Illustrated 
By cuts, etchings, and full-page engravings; beautiful reduced facsimile of arti
cle from Chicago Times-Herald, also etched reduced facsimile of artistically 
arranged collection of newspaper reports and articles concerning the Florida 
Expedition. The Rectilineator illustrated and explained, and cut showing ex
tension of the Air Line into the waters of the Gulf of Mexico. 

Single Copies, 25c; six copies, $1.00. Special Rates to Agents. 

Guiding Star Publishing House, 6308 Wentworth Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. 

Tons of Koreshan Literature 
The product of ten years' effort in the promulgation of the principles of the 
Koreshan System—packed in our store-room. This consists of tiles of the Guid
ing Star, The Flaming Sword, Pamphlets, Tracts, and several thousand copies of 
the Salvator and Scientist. This accumulation of extra copies and hies repre
sents a cost of thousands of dollars—you can now have the benefit of it all for 
only a few hundred cents. 

Do You Wish to Investigate Koreshan Science ? 
You cannot do better now than to obtain files of the Koreshan publications, con
taining hundreds of articles explaining the great mysteries of the universe. The 
writings of Koresh have a history, and his publications are worthy of the most 
careful investigation and preservation. 

Bound Volumes 
Of the Guiding Star, Plowshare and Pruning Hook, and The Flaming Sword can 
be furnished as follows—cheap for the consecutive flies and cost of binding: 

The Guiding Star. Vols. II and III (Vol. I out 
of print) bound in leather in one volume, $3.75; 
(.•loth (ind leather, $3.25; eloth, §3.00. 

Postage on bound STARS. 25C extra. Title in gold 
leaf, 25c. GUIDIXG STARS unbound, $2.35. 

P lowshare and Pruning Hook. Vol. II, 
eloth and paper, $1.50; cloth and leather, $1.75. 

Dr. Cyrus R. Teed (Koresh), 

Vols. I Hand I V, presold size, cloth and paper, in one 
volume, $2.00; eloth and leather. S3.50. Vols. V 
and VI. eloth and paper in one volume. S3.00; cloth 
and leather, $3.50. Vols. VII. VIII and IX, cloth and 
paper.in one volume, $3.00; eloth and leather, $3.50. 

Loose, Unbound Files 
Will be furnished at the rate of $1. 
express charges C. O. D. This includes 

a per year for The Flaming Sword, freight or 
es first two volumes, considered by some to be 

the most valuable of The Flaming Sword series. After January 1st, 1898, the price 
of these two volumes will be $2.00 per year. Order now—for the eight lull years. 

Assorted Extra Numbers. 
We have on hand quantities of extra numbers of The Flaming Sword, « hich should 
be in the hands of thousands of people unacquainted with Koreshanity. Friends 
interested in the promulgation of Koreshan Science can assist greatly by the dis
tribution of our stock of extra numbers. By freight or express C. O. D., 50 cents 
per hundred. The Salvator and Scientist, 25 cents per hundred. 

Assorted Tracts For General Distribution. 
Assortment of all the tracts we publish at 2 cents each, will be sent for 25 cents 
per hundred. Hand these to your friends, enclose them in your letters, and 
keep them active on their mission for the world's greatest System. 

Guiding Star Publishing House, 6308 Wentworth Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. 

m 

The Flaming Sword 
The only Unique Journal in the World I 
Only paper devoted to Universology. 

The greatest Scientific Discoveries and 
Achievements of Modern T i m e s ! Astro
nomical Science the basis of Koreshan The
ology, Astro-Biologv and Social Theocracy. 16-
page Weekly . $1 per year. Sample free. 

Guiding Star Publishing House | 
6308 Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111. | 

Important Announcement. . . 
By special arrangement withTho Arena 

enabled for a short time to offer T H E AREN 
F l a m i n g Sword together for one year 
We will also receive subscriptions to T H E 

•••going South? 

then let the 

Chicago & 
Eastern Illinois 
Railroad 

carry you. 

It is the 

preferred 
to route 
the South. 

and 
Time' 
are 

the 

You 
buy 

ticket— 

do 
the 
rest. 

Printed matter and folders sent 
fiee upon application to 

City Ticket Office, J 82 Clark St. 
j m 

CHARLES L. STONE 
General Passenger Agent 
355 Dearborn St. 
Chicago 

For One Dollar 

We Make This Extraordinary Offer to in
troduce THE SWOHD into newer fields. Vie 
want 50,000 subscribers during the coming 
year, and we will have them, if everyone 
interested in this great work will put forth 
some effort to secure subscribers. 

Make out a List of Ten 
of your friends and send with $1.00, and 
thus place before them the opportunity of 
investigating the Koreshan System. Then 
see them and solicit regular yearly sub
scriptions from them. Can you spare $1.00? 


